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Spelling
These award winning side joining bricks are designed to allow children to develop
writing skills in a way that will have them spelling words just for fun. Here are some
suggested games for players or teams to play. You will be able to devise many more
of your own. Most Morphun sets also now have Teacher work cards included.
These lettered bricks are great fun for writing your name, your school’s name or doing
crosswords. Instructions for other exciting games are enclosed. These squares even
join to Morphun® construction sets.
Morphun® sets are a whole new side-joining construction system that is worth looking
out for - view our website at www.morphun.com. Side-joining bricks with the addition
of triangles and other features allow dozens of models and shapes from even small
sets, and hundreds from bigger ones. More fun from less pieces, so great value with
great instructions sheets and guide books.
We have a range of upper and lower case sets available and you can see all these
on our website, and we will print letters in any language requested, apply for details.

Buy any Wordphun set and get one FREE license for up to 24 people to play
our amazing on-line Wordphun Learning Game. For further details go to
https://morphun.education
Hi-Q – The Thinkplay sign of our guarantee of long life, high quality, and intelligent educational innovation
and value for children see www.hi-q.org.uk for details of our 5 Year guarantee.
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AGE 4yrs+

An excellent game to play anywhere, even in the car. Test your spelling and build
words - Each player adds a letter in turn, but if challenged must be able to spell a word
using more than the letters set out. You should avoid completing a word that cannot be
made longer. Each player in turn chooses any letter from a central pool and adds it at
either end of the word being built. He then passes the ‘word’ to the player on his left.
Any player can start first, there is little advantage. The order of the letters once set
cannot be changed.
Have a Dictionary to hand to be your umpire!
A player must add a letter, or challenge the
previous player. When challenged, either ■ That player does not know a word that
can be made from the letter so far,
plus at least one more letter - the
challenger wins the round and a point.
or
■ That player does know a word and
wins the round and a point.

H
A
B A N D
D

The winner is the player with the most points after 10 rounds.
Endings such as plurals or past tenses are permitted.
Example with 4 players
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player

1 chooses
2 adds at the end
3 adds at the end
4 adds at the end
1 adds at the end

B
A
N
D
O

e.g.
e.g.
e.g.

Ban makes Band or Banned
Band makes Bands or Contraband
Bando makes Abandon

Spellit - Basic
For an easier version for younger children letters can only be added at the right
hand end.
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Player 2 challenges as he/she has no idea for a longer word Player 1 says ‘bando’ is part of
‘Abandon’ and wins one point.
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AGE 4yrs+

This is a game where the players are each trying to collect the letters needed to make
a five or six letter word.

Each player in turn, starting with the first player, draws a letter, until all
the players have 6 letters.
The players look at their letters, being careful not to show the letters
to any other players.

S H A P E
When a player has a turn, he/she will either
■ Show a word of 5 letters all joined together. This wins the
round and scores a point
or
■ Show a word of six letters, which wins the round and
scores three points
or
■ Put one letter back in the centre upside down, and draw a
new letter. This ends this player’s turn.
Words may have plurals or past tenses. Names are not allowed. If in
doubt, the word counts only if it is in the dictionary.
A scorer needs to be agreed and must have a pencil and a score sheet.
A normal game is 10 rounds.
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Put all the letters upside down in the middle so no one can see what they are.
Then decide who will be the first player. Play clockwise. The player on his/her right will
be the first player in the next round.
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AGE 3yrs+

For this game you need a number of small pieces of paper and some pencils.
A scorer also needs to be selected.
All the Morphun® letters are placed in the middle of the table face up, so that you can
see the letters.

L E A R N
Every player writes their name and a chosen word on a small piece of paper, and
folds it in four and puts it face down in the middle of the table. The words must all
be five letters long (they can be longer for advanced players or shorter for beginners).
The words are mixed up by the scorer and each player draws one.
The players then all attempt to find the letters they need for their word and the first to
complete the word they are given wins two points. The person who wrote the word also
wins one point, but only if it is spelled correctly.
If you have the set with Morphun Pictures bricks you can put all the pictures face down,
and on the start signal you choose three pictures each, and the winner is the first one
to make two correct words to match two of the pictures.
10 rounds makes a good game.

For distributors and suppliers in each country please see our website:
www.morphun.com. These instructions may be copied for school use,
but otherwise are the sole copyright of Thinkplay.
Colours may vary. All Products are EN71 CPSIA and
ASTM tested. Patents Granted. Morphun® is a
registered trade mark. Made in Europe (Poland).

www.facebook.com/morphun

Play our FREE Morphun
interactive games at
https://morphun.education
Also check out Morphun’s
Channels,
see the link at
www.youtube.com/user/MorphunToys/videos
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Thinkplay Ltd. 7 Chesterfield Road, Chiswick, London W4 3HG, UK.
Contact us at www.morphun.com/contact.php or vwww.morphun.com

